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ABSTRACT 

This study looked at community participation in micro-enterprise projects as a tool 

for poverty reduction in the rural Ngara TJic;trict of 'Tanzania. Although much 

effort has been put in empowering and financing micro-enterprises to kick start 

pro-poor growth in rural areas in recent years, the level of pove1ty has remained 

unacceptably high. This study has identified participation in microenterprises as an 

important factor in the fight against poverty. Empirical data were collected from 

Ngara District and analyzed using both quantitative and qualitative techniques. 

Data on participation and trends in socioeconomic indicators of poverty were 

collected from six out of seventeen wards comprising Ngara district. The 

canvassed wards include Nyamiaga, Kibimba , Rusumo, Keza, Buki1iro and 

Rulenge. Up to one hundred and thirty respondents were randomly selected and 

canvassed for information on participation and its effect on poverty and welfare. 

The findings show that community participation in micro-projects has reduced 

pove1iy in th~ selected areas of rural Ng, .. ,, Distric ·. The study therefore, , 

recommends that rural community patiicipation in micro-enterprises should be 

encouraged and supported through appropriate public policy in order to 

significantly impact absolute poverty in Ngara District. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.0 Background of the study: 

Ngara District is one of the seven administrative Districts or Kagera Region in mainhnc! 

Tanzania. The' other administrative districts are tiiharamulo, Chato, Muleba, Karagwe. 

Bukoba and Missenyi. Ngara district is situated in Western Tanzania and it is bordered 

by both the Republic of Rwanda and Burundi. It covers an area ot' appruxirnatch 3-;':::;q 

Square Kilometers and according to the National population and housing census of 2002 

Ngara district has 334,939 people inclusive of the Burundian Refugees populatio11 is..:,.

Table l below). 

Table l population census in 2002 

SECTION MALE FEMALE TOTAL ! 0/ /1) 

l ' 
Local Population 113,257 120,114 233,40 l I 60°,o 

Refugee Population 51,490 49,518 101.008 3 l 0/0 
.,, 

TOTAL 164,777 169,632 __l 334,409 i 00 11/;, 

Source: Tanz~'nia's population and housing census report 2002 

Ngara District is divided into four Divisions namely Nyamiyaga, Kanazi. Rulenge :rnd 

Murusagarnba. It is also comprises of seventeen 17 Wards and scventv-t,vu VilbgL'S it 

is further subdivided into 359 Sub-Villages. 

Tables 2 below shows the population of the four wards canvassed in th..: sllld\' 

Table 2 - Population Census of the Divisions. 

DIVISION MALES FEMALES TOTAL 
\ 18,940 

~-~ ,,, 

RULENGE 20,850 39,796 
i NYAMIAGA 74,750 74,870 \ 149.b22 

KANAZI 29,370 33,098 62,461 
I\.1URUSAGAlvIBA 10,957 12,474 I 'P 100 ..:,.) '-t.:.. 

TOTAL 161,777 169,632 334,409 
-·-----~-

Source: Tanzama's Population and housing cer '"'report~ :\02 



Tab_le 3 - Population Census of two divisions where Study was conducted 
--

DIVISION MALES FEMALES !TOTAL 

NYAMlAGA 74,750 74,870 149,622 

RULENGE 18,940 20,850 39,796 i 

TOTAL 
,, 

93,690 105;1 .l8 189,418 ! 

Source: Tanzania's Population and housing Census report 2002. 

Table 4 Population Census of six Wards where study was conducted 

DIVISION WARD MALE FEMALES 1 TOTAL 
--~--~ \ ________ ---------

Nyamiaga 8,209 8,676 I t 6,sss 
i 

NYAMIAGA Rusumo 61,961 61,156 123,119 
I 

Kibimba 4,580 5,040 9,620 I 
I 

Rulenge 9,819 10,678 20,497 I 
RULENGE Bukiriro 6,174 6,904 13,078 

-1 

' 

Keza 2,949 3,302 6,251 

TOTAL TOTAL 93,692 95,756 189,150 I 

Source: Tanzania's PoJJtilation and housing ceP"lJ" report :_:,no2. 
,, -

1.1 The Policy Initiatives 

The Community poverty reduction initiative (CPRI) in Tanzania has been occupied with 

the three development problems of ignorance, diseases and poverty since Tanzania·~ 

independence in 1961. National efforts to tackle these problems were initially chan11el,:d 

through centrally directed; medium term development plans, and resulted in a significant 

improvement in per capita income and access to education, health and other social 

services until the 1970. However, these gains could not be sustained because of various 

external problems and domestic policy weaknesses. Indeed, despite sustained effort to 

address the Country's economic and social problems from 1980, half of all Tanzanians 

are still poor. Approximately one third of the population lives in abject poverty. 
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To tackle this problem of poverty, the government of Tanzania formulated an economic 

reform programme that is based on the philosophy of market economv in which th,.: 

private sector was to take lead in income creating employment and growth. The role of 

the state was restricted to the creation of favorable environment for pri\·ate economic 

activity, the production of public goods, and that of carrying out a regulatory role to le\ d 

the playing field for different private sector actors. Private players were expected to take 
•. 

the lead in driving economic growth. This philosophy is evident in almost all offkial 

policy statements issued since 1986. The private sector has started playing an ever

increasing role in creating incomes and employment. 

The Tanzania National Vision of economic and social objectives to be attained l1\ the 

year 2005 lays out the long-term development goals and perspectives, against which the 

strategy for poverty alleviation Nation Poverty Eradication Strategy ( N PES l \\ ac: 

formulated. The Tanzania Assistance Strategy (TAS) is the result of a mutually felt need 

by the government of Tanzania and its international partners for a comprehensi\·c: 

development agenda, around which issues to on going activities can be regularly 

discussed and assessed. As such, the TAS covers all the development areas that lw, ,: 

characteristically been supported by the International Partners, both within and out sich: 

the framework of the central Government budget. It is hoped that the TAS \vill prm i(k :1 

usethl framework for organizing periodic consultations and dialogue among al\ 

development pa11ners. 

The Poverty reduction strategy Paper (PRSP) is an integral part of the Highly indebted 

Poor countries initiative (HIPC) process, focusing mainly on poverty alieYiation. subject 

to a strict (Central Government) budget constraint especially from Financial ': 1::ll 

2000/2001. Never the less, the PRSP encompasses poverty oriented extra budgetar, 

activities, and various non-financial considerations that have an important bearing on 

poverty reduction. 

The elaboration of the PRSP has entailed broad consultation among the :stakeholde;·s, a 

factor that has contributed to underlying consistency in the country's development pol ii.'.:, 



objectives, including the strategy for poverty alleviation. This not withstanding. the 

national policy planning process has features that call for continuous review and 

reassessment. First, substantial efforts toward poverty reduction by International Partners 

are still being implemented out side the frame work of the (:entral Government budget. 

To ensure maximum progress toward poverty reduction and improved prcdictabilir\ uf 

budgets, these efforts would need to be rationalized and realigned progressively, to reflect 

the Poverty reduction strategy paper (PRSP) p1,urities. Second. a large amount or 
international resources is being channeled through specific donor-driven prnj<Z:cts. 

sometimes entailing duplication. 

An effective struggle against poverty will require continued efforts tu channel ll1L"St· 

resources in the context of sector wide development strategies. Third. a key step in the 

area of public sector reform, notably the Medium-Term Expenditure Frame \\'i.;rk 

(MTEF) exercise for financial year 2000/2001 (July-June), preceded th,: ronnulation Pi 

the PRSP. The priority objectives of the latter will therefore, need to be reflected more 

fully in the MTEF for 2001/2002 and the subsequent years. Finally, major reforms in ke\ 

areas, especially local government, education, and agriculture, are stili being for1m1bitcJ 

and their imprecation for poverty reduction and resource requirement cannot be assessed 

accurately now. The government ,viii, therefore, continue to revic'.v and adjust t!w 

poverty reduction strategy, in order to reflect the 1 amification of these reforms 

In this perspective thus, the Tanzania Development Vision foresees that. l)\' !h<.:' \·ear 

2025, Tanzania should have created a strong, diversified, resilient and C\)lll[KlliI\ c 

economy, that can effectively cope with the challenges of development and. that can also 

easily and confidently adapt to the changing market and technological t.:unditious in th,· 

regional and global economy. The challenge is therefore to mobilize human and ,Jtiwr 

resources towards that goal. 

Also pove11y is now widely viewed, as captured in the Povcriy Reduction Strategy i)aper 

(PRSP) as encompassing both in come and non-income dimensions or deprivation. The 

key dimensions of poverty identification include in adequate income It) purcha:;e ba:;i~ 
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necessities, deficiencies in human capabilities, isolation and vu!nerabilitv and 

powerlessness and hopelessness. 

The Participatory Poverty Assessments, (PP AS) point to the problems of hunger, 

powerlessness, voiceless ness, and humiliation that come with being poor. Poor people 

want access to basic services and infrastructure, and know that education helps one to 

escape from poverty. The poor also know that bad health throws people into poverty. 

Results coming out of the House hold Budget Survey (HBS 2000/01) shed some light on 

these issues. Po~erty measures provide important pointers on our ability to meet targets. 

Results from HBS 2000/01 show the proportion of the population below the food povenv 

line to have declined from 21.6 percent in 1991/92 to 17.7 percent in 2000/0L a fall of 18 

percent over the decade with regard to the basic needs pove11y line, the proportion of the 

poor has declined from 38.6 to 35.3 percent over the same period. Inequality levels seem 

to have risen slightly, with a Gini Coefficient of 0.37 compared to 0.34 in 1991/92. This 

is at a time of improved economic performance in terms of Macro economic stability and 

higher growth rates (5.6%), and low rates of inflation (now down to 4.7 percent per 

annum). How ever there are observations that achievements at the micro !eve! are not 

translating into improvement of the lives of the poor majority, especially in rural areas 

In reality, more than a third of Tanzanians cannot satisfy their basic needs and nearly 18 

percent cannot afford the food required for a healthy living by Tanzanian standards. 

About 53 percent of the rural population still does not have access to protected ,vat er and 

more than 50 percent have to fetch water more than a kilometer or 50 away. Ninetv 

percent of Tanzanians do not have access to electricity or gas and twenty five percent sill 

have to travel more than 6 kilometers to a health center or dispensary. 

Other problems relate to the demographics, and most notable related to the scarmg 

situations arising out of the HIV/ AIDS pandemic, which increasingly threatens 

achievements made. These seemed to be a steady increase of the prevalence of 

HIV/AIDS, rising from an average of 5.5 percent of adults in 1992 to 9.4 percent in 199-) 
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(8.7 percent male and 12.6 percent female). Estimates show that about 12 percent of the 

country's adult populations are HIV Positive; the infection rate is highest among young 

adults, aged 19 and 25. This spells disaster on the productive labour force, on economic 

growth, with the potential to divert resources away from supporting economic progress 

and improved livelihoods. 

1.2 Challenges to address poverty Initiatives 

These results pose some major challenges to Tanzania and it is important that we address 

them collectively based on the consensus that ha:, emerged with the preparation of the 

Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper (PRSP). Indeed the most critical, given these 

developments, is how do we accomplish the goal of eradicating poverty by rhe year 2025. 

Some of the challenges are as follows: 

(i) Fighting the forther spread of HIV/ AIDS should be high on the agenda if we are 

to prevent the erosion of the productive human resources. 

(ii) Keeping track and maintaining the progress made at the macro level and 

providing linkages to the micro level, job creation, increased investments. is 

critical. 

(iii) Building capacity for poverty analysis, ensuring availability of high quality darn 

and using results corning out of various surveys (HBS and DHS) to inform 

policy, 'is critic~l. 

(iv) Work out modalities to capture the vulnerable, especially those in un reached_ 

unconnected communities, in the rural and distressed urban areas. 

(v) The provision of social services and enhancement of access to high quality rural 

infrastmcture services (Education, Health, Water, Irrigation, Energy. and 

communication). 

In aspect of poverty reduction strategy, the government of Tanzania in collaboration with 

other stakeholders prepared a Micro-enterprise projects policy, which was basicailv 
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participatory. Between 1998 and mid 200 I, several workshops were held 1u discuss t h1. 

status of the sector and to lay down strategies for boosting the developmem or the sectur 

Based on the inputs received, a draft policy document was prepared and again discussed 

by stakeholders in zonal workshops held in Dodoma, Ivlbeya, Mwanza, Arusha. Kibaha 

and Dar-es-Salaam (Tanzania). 

The Common Wealth Secretariat, United Nations Industrial Development Organizations 

(UNIDO) DFID, and US AID did offer assistance in the formulation of this policy. 

The Micro-enterprise projects are very important to the economy of Tanzania, but they 

have been facing the on going reform programmes. This is one of which is a persistent 

culture that has not recognized the value of entrepreneurial initiative in improving the 

lives of the people, other factors include complex bureaucratic and costly legal 

regulatory, and administrative environment, where Micro-enterprise projects are at a 

greater disadvantage than their counter parts that are larger in size. The high cost of 

compliance to regulations may discourage potential entrepreneurs from formally setting 

up their businesses while driving some existing enterprises out of businesses and those 

working for them into unemployment. Also due to insufficient competition and in 

adequate information on the banks are discouraged and not willing to lend to Micro

enterprise projects. 

Also, Micro-enterprise Projects have lower den1,tnd for business development services ' 

such as training, consultancy and counseling due to cost considerations and lack of 

knowledge about the benefit of external service in improving competitiveness 
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1.3 Strategies to address implementation of economic reforms c onstrnints 

In the course of implementing the economic reforms, the government of Tanzania has put 

in place a number of strategies and programmed aiming at addressing some of the major 

constraints. Such programmes and strategies included: -

(a) Rural development strategy. 

(b) Agricultural sector development strategy. 

( c) Strategic Trade Policy. 

( d) Business environment strengthening for Tanzania programmes. 

( e) Micro-finance policy and 

(f) Poverty alleviation strategies. 

To complement these and other existing initiatives the Micro-enterprise projects 

development policy shall ensure that Micro-enterprise projects and other related 

components are adequately implemented harmonized and coordinated. 

More recent effo11s to tackle poverty and other development problems have been pursued 

under relatively decentralized, but largely complementary policy initiatives. 
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Table 5 - Recent Policy initiatives in Tanzania: 
~--- --

POLICY PLANNING OBJECTIVE 

Vision 2025 National vision of economic and social objectives to ' 

be attained by the year 2025 

National Poverty eradication National Strategy and Objectives for povertv 

Strategy (NPES) eradication efforts through 2010 ' 

Medium- term national Strategy of Economic a11d '; 

Tanzania Assistance Strategy social develon•nent encr •npassmg joint efforts \)r 
\, 

(TAS) government and the international community. 

(PRSP) Medium- term strategy of poverty reduction, ' 

Poverty reduction Strategy developed through broad consultation with National 

Paper and International stake- holders in the context of the 

enhanced Highly indebted Poor countries (HlPC) ! 

initiative. 
! 

Source: Small and medium enterprises development, policy 2003. 

The assessment of poverty levels and trends is complicated by the lack of consistent 

information and absence of officially recognized poverty lines since the early 1930s. ,\ 

number of houses holds surveys using different definitions, samples, and methods h:n e 

been conducted. Some of these include: 

The I 983 Human resources survey (HRS); covered 498 rural house holds in four regions 

in main land Tanzania. The 1991/92-house holds Budget survey; covered 5,328 houses 

holds Country Wide. The 1991/92 Cornell/ERB survey; covered L046 housch,,lds in 

mainland Tanzania. The 1993 Human resource Development survey ( I !RDS): co\ cr,:d 

5,184 house holds country wide. 

The 1995 Participatory Poverty Assessment (PPA); covered 768 house bold in rural 

Mainland Tanzania and the 1998 REPOA Survey; covered 649 rural house holds in three 

Regions in Mainland Tanzania and 148 Peri-Urban house holds in Dar-es-Salaam (DSM) 
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1.4 Categories of Small and Medium Enterprises 

In the context of Tanzania, Micro-enterprises are those engaging up to 4 people, in 111lh, 

cases family members of employing capital amounting up to Tshs. 5.0 Million.(see table 

below). The majority of Micro-enterprises fall under the informal sectors. Small 

Enterprises are mostly formalized undertaking engaging between 5 and C) crnplu\·:..:-l'S or 

with capital investment from Tshs. 5 Millions to Tshs. 200 Miilions. Medium Enterprises 

employ between 50-99 people or use capital investment from Tshs. 200 i'vlillions tu 800 

Millions. This is illustrated in tables 6. 
'• 

Table 6: Categories of SMEs in Tanzania 

CATEGORY EMPLOYEES CAPITAL INVESTMENT- TSI!' 
----

Micro-enterprise 1- 12 Up to 5 Millions 
---~ 

Small Enterprise 12-49 Above 5 Millions to '.WU Millions 
---~--

Medium Enterprise 50-99 Above 200 Millions to 800 Miilio1L s 

Large Enterprise 100+ Above 800 Millions 

Source - Small and medium enterprise development 2003 

The government of Tanzania has embarked on several initiatives to empower Tanzanian 

citizens economically so as to provide them with the opporiunity to afford the basic nel..'d,; 

and lead quality life. These initiatives appear to have had some positive impact un tlk 

country's socioeconomic indicators. 

However, the positive effects of economic development tilter down to the botturn 1~m 

income sector of the population very slowly so that achievements of qualitv Ii fe b\' =~,) I t1 

and the Millennium Development Goals (MDGS) by 2015 seem unlikeiv. It is estim:nd 

that with the current pace of economic growth of around 6% per annum and conduct in~ 

"business as usual", it would take Tanzania 18 years to move its people from an income 

of below U$ l to U$ 2 a day. The majority of Tanzanians are likely to remain subsist enc~ 

farmers, Micro-entrepreneurs or un-employed unless 7-8 GDP annual grO\\th is attained. 

This growth rate would be able to pull down poverty by 4% annually. For the GDP 1,1 

grow at 7-8%, it would require an i11vestment of about 33% annually The l 8 vcars st:1ted 
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is a mere statistical calculation based on the current siwation with a change in anitud(· 

towards work, use of technology and time management. 

Hence, the urgent need for the extra dose of economic empowerment which is targeted 

and concerted efforts to operationalize the concepts of citizen economic empower rncnt. 

guided by the National Economic Empowerment Policy, and Nationai Econumic 

Empowerment Act. It is however important, that the initiative has to be district f(:icus...:·d 

district tailored and participatory. Therefore it ic: envisage 1 that a national dialogue on 
·-

economic empowerment involving all the regions will encompass "J local prnlill'n1-

solving approach" and enhance local ownership of the activities. 

I . 5 Poverty Situation in N gara District 

Further more the prevalence of pove11y is still high in Ngara District especiallv in tilv 

rural areas. Poverty remains overwhelming in rural areas where abom 87 percent ,,r 1h~ 

poor population lives. It is highest among households who Lkpend on a~ncultUI l' 

As the population is growing, the absolute number of poor raises concern. !'here is a! ,,d J 

big disparity between urban and rural poverty for both food and basic needs poverty. ThL· 

HBS 2000/0 I results reveal growing income in quality as measured by a rise in the Gini

coefficient from O .34 in 1991/92 to O .3 5 in 2000/200 I . 

The results of the population and housing censt· '"hich w;; conducted in 2002 shm\ that 
'· 

85 percent ofNgara's rural population are sill living in sub-standard houses, the majority 

cannot afford to send their children to schools due to lack of adequate income to pa\ 

school fees; in addition they have no access to communication, health and transport 

services. Again, they even lack enough food to eat and in adequate income to purd1ase 

basic necessities as well as deficiencies in human capabilities (illiteracy. rnalnutriliPn 

diseases etc), isolation and vulnerability (social exclusion and decency) and 

powerlessness and hopelessness. 
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1.6: Statement of the Research Problem 

Although participation in income generating micro enterprises is seen as a key factor in 

poverty reduction, the extent to which participation influences changes in socioeconomic 

welfare has not been clearly established in previous studies. This study examines the 

relationship between indicators of participation and trends in poverty and socioeconomic 

welfare to assess the strength of such a relationship looking at empirical evidence from 

Ngara District of Tanzania. 

1.7: Purpose of the study: 

The main objective of the study was to examine the relationship between the level of 

participation in micro-enterprise projects and poverty reduction in Ngara district of 

Tanzania. Specifically, the study aims at achieving the following objectives. 

1.8 S11ecific objectives 

(i) To review the trend m poverty and socioeconomic welfare rn Ngara 

District; 

(ii) To assess the level of participation in micro-enterprise projects in Ngara 

district; 

(iii) To examine the relationship between participation in micro enterprises and 

lhe trends in poverty and socioecouvmic welfare in Ngara District; 

(iv) Explore policy options to enhance rural participation in micro enterprises 

and poverty reduction in Ngara district. 

1.9: Research Questions: 

(i) What has been the trend in poverty and socioeconomic welfare m Ngara 

District? 

(ii) What is the level of rural participation in micro enterprises in Ngara District'' 

(iii) Is there any relationship between participation in micro-enterprise projects 

and the trend in rural poverty in Ngara District') 

12 



(iv) What policy options are there to enhance participation and po\ er!\' reductiOi· 

in Ngara District0 

1.9.1: Hypothesis 

In addition the study examines the following hypotheses: 

(i) More participative projects are more effective in povertv reduction than less 

participative projects 

(ii) Women are more active participants in micr0-enterpri:r" projects than men. 
'· . 

(iii) The level of participation in micro-enterprise projects is positive! y correlated \\ it!, 

the level of education of the people. 

(iv) National micro-finance bank of Ngara branch has given no support to the rnicru 

enterprise project groups of the rural areas. 

Fig: Conceptual Framework 

. . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . 

. . . . . . ex:po,sure . ·•·· . .· .. 

. Uqtery~giilg) 

Source: Author 

Reduction in pove1iy 
(Dependent) 

·····•· Participationin .. · 
111cCJrile gene111ting • · · • 
· · enterprises · · 
. (In,dependent) 
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CHAPTER TWO 

2.0 Review of related literature 

2.1: Introduction 

Different scholars have explained various ways concerning pove11y reduction initiatives. 

The Ideas put forward by the scholars might be the same or differ due to the environment 

background or socio-economic situation. The ideas given basically were on good 

selection of areas for investment, mobilization of people in the other resources. Also 

poverty should be eliminated through increased nroductivitv especially in agriculture and 
\, 

in micro economic projects. In this regard, people must engage in micro projects since 

they play a very big role in employment creation and income generation. 

Gittinger (1973) defines projects as the cutting edge of development, clearly projects 

preparation is not the only aspect of agricultural development or planning. Identif\1 ing. 

national agricultural development objectives, selecting priority areas fi)r investment 

designing, effective price policies, and mobilizing resources are all critical. Project 

should be carefully prepared in substantial detail, in efficient or even wasteful 

expenditure of money is almost sure to result a tragic losing capital short nations. 

Fig 1 -project cycle 

IDENTIFICATION 

EVALUATION 
-------PREP ARA Tl ON .__,) 

PROJECT 

MONITORING 
APPRAISAL 

IMPLEMENTATION 

Source: Small and Medium enterpri.se development (2003) 
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This cycle illustrate how each stage of the project depends on the next stage Faiiurc· tu 

complete a stage may lead to the failure of the whole project. 

There are an enormous variety of agricultural activities, which may legitimately be cast in 

project form. The World Bank it self lends for agricultural projects as widely varying in 

their nature as irrigation, livestock's agricultural credit, land settlement tree crops. and 

agricultural education. 

Ministry of ln1ustry and Trade Dar es Salaarn Tanza»ia (April 2003) "It is now 

increasingly recognized that the Small and Medium Enterprise (-SME) play a crucial role 

in Employment creation an income generation in Tanzania. Small and Medium 

Enterprises all over the World and in Tanzania in pa11icular can be easily established 

since their requirements in terms of capital technology, management and even utilities are 

not as demanding as it's the case for large enterprises. 

In Tanzania therefore, it is estimated that, about a third of GDP originates from the Small 

and Medium Enterprises Sector. According to the information sector survey of 1991, 

micro enterprises operating in the informal sector alone consisted more than 1.7 billion 

businesses engaging about 1.3 million persons, that was, about 20% of the Tanzanians 

Labour Force. Though data on Small and Medium enterprises (SME) Sector are rather 

sketchy and unreliable. 

Small Medium Enterprises (SME) creates employment at relatively low level investment 

per job created. At present unemployment is a significant problem that Tanzania has to 

deal with. Estimates show that there are about 700,000 new entrants into the Labour 

Force every year. About 500,000 of these are School leavers with few mark able skills. 

The Public Sector employs only_about 40,000 of the new entrants into the Labour 

Market; living about 660,000 to join the unemployed or the under employed reserve. 

Most of these persons end up in the Small and Medium Enterprises (SME,) Sector. (from 

small and medium enterprises development policy, 2003) 
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In poverty reduction strategy paper (PRSP) that of the United Republic of Tanzania 

(DSM) October, 2000 printed by Government P1inter Dar es Salaam Tanzania den1Hc,, 

that in the rural areas income, are lower and poverty is more wide spread and deeper than 

in the Urban areas. According to the 1991/1992 HBS, a basic need rural pm·crw 

incidence is estimated at 57 percentages and the food pove11y incidence" is abolll _;2 

percentages. Tentative estimates for year 2000 suggest that the incidence of poverty in 

the rural areas may have increased. 

The 1993/1994 HRDs indicates that within the rural areas farmers are poorer than !1()ll

farmers. According to the 199 I/1992 HBs, the poverty incidence for house holds \\ hose 

heads work in own farms was 57 percent. These results are also supported by the I,),):,>, 

REPOA rural survey. In additional farmers that grow cash crops have higher i11eome, 

than those who do not holding farm size, education, and other factors constant. 

Again, according to the 1991/1992 HBs, 44 percent of population is below the age or l 5 

and 4 percent is aged 60 or over implying a dependency ratio of over O q Utli~·r 

dependency ratio. The REPOA ( 1998) rural survey data yidd an overall depL·ndcih.'.\ 

ratio of 1.1. More over, the 1991/1992 HBs indicate that the proportion of the poor 

increases as the level of dependency rises. Households with a dependency ratio of (l -

0.25 showed a basic needs pove11y incidence of 32.1 percent, while those ,vith a ratio ut' 

0.75 - 1.0 showed a poverty level of 55.8 percent. Other surveys also confirm the 

relationship between household size and poverty. According to the 1991 / 1992 1 !Bs. 

people living i~ house holds of seven or more are two thirds more likely to be poor than 

those living in house holds of six or less. The 1993 HRDs data indicates that arc ti"'arh 

twice as likely to be poor than households of l 5 people. 

Women represent 51 percent of the population and head 14 percent of the households 

survey show that women headed households are not necessarily poorer than male-head,:d 

house holds. For example, the 1991/1992 HBs show a poverty incidence level of-➔~ 

percent for female-headed households, and 49 percent for male-headed house holds. -\ 

recent case study established that rf1ale-headed households (without wives) are likeiy to 
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be poor as male-headed house holds (without husband). This is not with standing a g_oGd 

number of studies suggest that women are infected poorer than men. 

In the daily news Wednesday, June 29, 2005 - remarks by the Minister for Finance, of 

Tanzania Honourable Basil Pesambili Mramba (Member of Parliament) guest of Honour 

at the Launch of the Local Government capital development Grant system held on 

Monday 2i11 June, 2005 he said "The guiding Principle for Village activity was self

reliance, self-help and togetherness. Tanzania thus became a unique Country where rural 

modernization took place and replaced traditional tribal rule that was seen to be 

backwards IooR'.ing. Tftere is no doubt that contra1y to criticism of the time; villagization 

engendered unique social and political bases for rural development in Tanzania. It is the 

economic aspect of Villages, which was less successful, for inter-alia, lack of managerial 

and technical competency. This is my view, is our main challenge in planning and 

implementing the capital development grant system by decentralization. devolution and 

capacity building. We should aim at eliminating poverty at house hold level through

increased productivity, especially in agriculture, macro-economic projects, enterprises 

irrigation system, and access to credit for especially productive use, through the creation 

of rural savings and credit schemes". 

A Review of Political and econonuc performance Tanzania: (] 961 198 l) Bank of 

Tanzania, Rural development is a strategy designed to improve the economic and social 

life of the rural poor. "A strategy for rural development must recognize three points'' 

Firstly, the rate of transfer of people out of low productivity agriculture and related 

activities into more rewarding pursuits has been slow; and given the relative size or the 

modern sector in most developing Countries, it will remain slow. Secondly, the mass of 

the people in the rural areas of developing Countries-face varying degrees of povem·. 

Their position is likely to give worse of population expands at unprecedented rates while 

limitation continue to be imposed by available resources, technology, institutions and 

organizations. Thirdly, rural areas have labor, land and at least some capital which, if 
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mobilized, could reduce poverty and improve the quality of life" (chaptt:r I page 

Gerald M. Meier (1989). 

It is difficult to measure the extent of pove11y. To begin with, absolute poverty means 

more than low income. It also means malnutrition, poor health and lack of Education. 

Not all of the poor are equally bad off in all respects. 

Despite all this, no one seriously doubts that a very large number of people are extremelv 

poor. Taking as the cut off a level of income based on detailed studies of poverty of 

India, the number of people is absolute poverty in developing Countries (excluding China 

and other centrally planned economies) is est1111«ted at around 780 million. In 1975. 

about 600 million adults in developing Countries were illiterate and only two-fifths of the 

children in these Countries currently complete more than three years of Primary School. 

In 1978, 550 million people lived in Countries where the average life expectancy was less 

than 50 years, 400 million in Countries where the average annual death rate children aged 

one to four was more than 20 per 1,000--20, times that in the industrialized Coun1r·1es 

In aggregate however, considerable progress has been made in reducing of povertv 0\ er 

the past 30 years. So, since 1950 income per person in the developing ,vorld ha~ 

doubled. But in low-income Countries; the average increase has been half ( 1 h) that and 

in both low-and middle income Countries the incomes of the poor have grown more 

slowly than the average. The proportion of people is absolute poverty in developing 

Countries as a group is estimated to have fallen during the past two decades (though) 

probably not i11 sub-Saharan Africa in 1970s. 0ut because population has grown, the · 

number of people in absolute poverty has increased (Page 26 l .B.3 chapter I). 

Projections for the year 2015 suggest that Africa will not meet the millennium 

development targets if structural transformations are not adopted. A healthily and well

educated population is essential for growth and growth reduction. In this aspect 

therefore, the Government should sensitive its people to engage in micro-Economic 

Projects as well as to support the individuals and groups by credit and enhancing business 

education. Expectations can be mef only by a close partnership between Government and 
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business. Business and markets are the cornerstone of developments and the means of 

achieving a transition from dependence to sustainable growth. 

The domestic economy is thus the dominant source of savings for investments, but 

Africa's domestic savings are still too low to sustain the required investment and growth 

necessary to reduce poverty. (The courier the magazine of ACP-EU development co

operation Financing for Development Country report Mauritania No. l 9 I March .\pri! 

2002 Page 17). 
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CHAPTER THREE 

3.0 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY: 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the design of the research, target population, the sample selection 

techniques, data collection instruments, technique of data analysis and limitations of thc

study. 

3.2 Research design: 

A research design is the conceptual structure within which a research is conducted and 

questions answered. The design guides data collection, measurement and analysis ( hwn 

1998). During the study, case design was adopted. 

Case study design was adopted because it examines a small number of units extract,::d 

from a large number of variables and conditions (Keya et aL I 989, Eno11 .. i ')')8) l·urt!H.:1 

more, case studies are greatly comprehensive and reliable because of their mtlurl.' ,/ 

making deep exploration of instances intending to gain information that is purpusi \ c. 

compressive as will as by the fact that they could be based upon for c-as\· and mcaningtU 

analysis of finding (Tuck man, 1978). 

3.3: Research Approach. 

A study like this which involves interaction of people of different ages. sex. eduuni,,n 

levels, thoughts, and upbringing required a research method or methods or stud\ 1, lli,:i1 

could meet the desired objectives for the research. 

Therefore, in most cases quantitative research approach was used althou2-'-li in Cc:\\ cas,.>, 

qualitative approach was also used. 

The quantitative research approach includes a range of methods such as case stmh 

interviews and observation (Enon 1998), documentary analysis. observation :ind 

questionnaires methods were used to collect data. 
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The researcher used quantitative approach during the study because the approach ,, i \ ,.·: 

opportunity for problems to be studied in some-depth and enable the research~r to cu\k,_1 

facts sources and solutions of the facts. Enon (1998) maintains that researchers aduptin~ 

quantitative perspectives are more concerned to understanding or individual perception u i 

the world. 

Therefore, the researcher was able to do an intensivl'. swdy on ihc rnnclitiun~. k:1 

implementation of Micro-enterprise projects as a tool in poverty reduction especially tc, 

the rural comri"iunity. Further more, the researcu..:r recommends the use of quantitati\ '-' · 

approach because of its flexibility in data collection and research plan 

More over, quantitative approach contains different data collecti,rn methods. 1\ hil·l: 

facilitate triangulation of information from different sources. This multi method approach 

increases both the validity and the reliability of data. 

However according to Tuck man ( I 978) competent researchers ah\ av:: c'mplo\ !Juli, 

qualitative and quantitative research approaches because they depend on each oth-.·r Thie, 

is in line with keya et al (1989) observations that highlight that the use of both qualitmi\t· 

and quantitative approaches in the research to enable the researcher to apply both \\<.ml 

and numbers to the analysis of the phenomenon. 

Questionnaires were distributed to the responclems which were closed and open ended a~ 

shown in table seven. 
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Table 7: Administration of Questionnaire 

--
NUMBER OF QUESTINNAiRE~ 

NO TYPE OF RESPONDENTS DISTRIBUTED 
l National Micro-finance Loan Manager " .) 

2 Government Leaders l l 
Micro-Enterprise Project Leaders or 

3 Supervision 10 

4 Micro-Enterprise Project members 10 
--~-~-

5 Others beneficiaries 9 

TOTAL 43 
""----~-·---~~----~ -

Source: Primary data collected by the researcher 

3.4: Area of the Study 

The study was conducted in Ngara district Kagera Region Tanzania. The study covered 

six wards, which were Nyamiaga, Kibimba, Rusumo, Keza, Bukiriro and Rulenge. These

six wards represented seventeen wards comprised Ngara District. 

The district covers an area of approximately 3,750 square Kilometers. In this regard tht: 

annual rainfall ranges from 800 mm in Rulenge and Murusagarnba Divisions and ! .-IOU 

mm in Nyamiaga and Kanazi Divisions (Ngara). 

The main land use types are upland agriculture, wet land agriculture, game reserve and 

livestock keeping. The main crops that are 0 rown in cit ,de banana, beans, maize and 

coffee. 

Ngara district has been a hosting refugees from neighboring countries since the I 950s. 

However, it never reached a scale as in 1994, when hundreds of thousands of Rwandes1;.' 

fled the violence in their country following the assassination of the Presidents or R \\ and a 

and Burundi. By the end of 1994 over 400,000 refugees had settled in four large refr1ge1..' 

camps in Ngara district. 1996 the majority of Rwandese refugees were repatriated to thl' 

home of their origin. 
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3.5: Population of the Study 

The target population in the study was rural community of Ngara district. But for the 

purpose of the study, one hundred thirty people were used as target population. Twentv 

people were selected from each ward; hence it brings a total number of one hundred 

twenty. Additional to that nine government officials and one Loan National l'vlicro

finance Manager were also used in the study. 

The table eight below shows the administration of target population. 

Table 8: Administration of target population 

NO TYPE OF RESPONDENTS TOTAL I 
. 

1 Government Officials 9 \ 

2 Loan Manger l 

3 Project group Leaders 12 

4 Micro-Enterprise Project group members 60 

5 Beneficiaries 48 

TOTAL 130 

Source: Primary data collected by the researcher 

3.6: Sampling Procedure: 

In this study, the sample consisted of 130 people in respect to gender balance. i\laini) 

sampling was basing on the following characteristic:-
\,_ .,.,-" 

(a) Education level 

(b) Members of micro-enterprise projects. 

( c) Government officials and 

( d) Supervisors/Leaders of the projects. 

Also when selected sample the researcher took into consideration of Age, which was 

from 18 - 80 years old and gender balance. 

The researcher used purposive sampling method m selecting the sample because the 

method based on judgment of the researcher regarding the characteristics of the 

representative sample (Enon 1998). Therefore, this method ensured that all-important 

units in the population were repres;nted in the sample under study. 
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3.7: Data collection Instruments. 

This study employed four types of methods which were interview. obsen aiic,11 

questionnaires and documentary review during data collection. 

3.8: Interview: 

Interview is a research method for data collection that involves the colkciion ,;f dat:: 

through direct verbal interaction between the researcher and respondents. Accordin~ t,, 

Enon ( 1998), research interview is a two-person conversation initiated by the intervie\vt't 

for specific pti'rpose of obtaining relevant infornuiuon and focused by research objccti\ <.:::, · 

of systematic description, prediction, or explanation. This method was chosen because 

the choice of the study method depends on the purpose of the study and research question 

under the study (Seid man, 1991). Therefore, open-ended and closed ended 

questionnaires were used during the interviews and were bridged by the researcher·~ 

physical observations in the field. 

More over, interview allowed the researcher to enter into person's inter-perception and 

the meaning they make from those perspectives. Enon ( 1998) argues that interviC\\:'' 

require simple facilities and equipment and it is built on the conversation skills, which the 

researcher already had. During interviews each informant was given questions. Freedurn 

was given to informants to choose how to be interviewed in order to get good relationship 

with them. Good atmosphere enable the researcher to get valid information. 

3.9: Field Observation 

Field observation was used during fieldwork. Cohen (2000) recommends the use c,f 

observation during data collection because it gives an oppo11unity to gather live data in 

natural setting. In light of this, observation helped the researcher to eliminate subjecti\ it:-, 

and bias during data collection. Thus, the researcher observed Micro-enterprise projects 

belongs to Faru Fruit, Tumaini, Changamka, Juhudi, Tushirikiane, Upendo, Muunga11', 

women, Ujamaa, Tika' s Twiyunge, Umoja, and Nguvu Kazi groups how they arc 

conduction their activities in therr groups. Findings from interviews provided primarv 
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data. Enon ( l 998) defines primary data as those that pro\·idl' c·-.·idencc fro1n dircCl S\llli,,.·" 

such as conversations between a researcher and researches. 

3.9.1: Review of Documents 

Documentary are claimed to be a bridge for obtaining rich data from the research. In this 

regard, documents are vital sources of information and are usually in the written, visuaL 

and sound forms, artifacts, photographs, manuscripts, charters, files, letters, memoranda, 

biographical, official publications, logbooks, research reports, and transcription. During 

the study the \researcher looked at the offic. .. · documtuts from the department of · 

community development of the District Office as well as in the wards executive officers, 

and in Micro-enterprise projects groups. 

These provided data on the development and community participation in these 1111crn

projects as the tool for poverty reduction in Ngara rural. In light of this documentary 

analysis method provided secondary data for the study. 

3.9.2: Validation of the Study Instruments. 

Before conducting a study, the researcher tried out the research instruments at 

Biharamulo District Council through a pilot survey. In the pilot, the research 

questionnaires and interviews were administered to Government leaders of the wards. 

District council Micro-enterprise project members and other stake holder. Results from 

the try out exercise enabled the researcher to u,,,e modiucations in the instruments in · 

order to make them appropriate for collecting valid and reliable data. 

3.9.3: Ethical and Legal Consideration 

Ethical standards were strictly observed during the study in order to protect the 

participants from psychological, physical and social risks. The study was conducted 

under informed consent of the informants by informing them the purpose of the study to 

influence their choice to participate. 
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3.9.4: Data Analysis techniques. 

Data analysis is an important step towards finding solutions of a problem under sll!cl\ 

Guba (1994) describes data analysis as being a systematic process involving working 

with the data, organizing and dividing them into small manageable po11ions. Also_ he 

continues to explain that data are further synthesized in order to discover what is 

important and what has been learned so as to decide what to tell others. 

The first step during data anaiysis was to transcribe data because some of the collected 

data was in Klswahili language. Content analysis technique was used to analyze 

collected data. In this regard, content analysis was used because ensures that collected 

data is analyzed in a systematic manner and also all variables understudy are covered In 

this case data analysis began with individual response and then responses from difft.•rcnt 

respondents were purposefully sorted and grouped to make them coherent with research 

objectives. Sorted data was then compared to identify those that are related. In so dni11g 

a large amount of organized data was reduced into small manageable and arwh lil·:il 

portions. 

Miles and Hubermans (1994) explain the importance of data reduction that embudi"•:-, 

analysis of elements because it sharpens, focuses, sorts out, discards and organizes them 

in such a way that final conclusions can easily be drawn. Thus, based on miks and 

Hubermans ( 1994) argument, it was easy for the researcher to synthesize ini'ormation that 
., 

was obtained before drawing conclusions and putting recommendation forward. 

3.9.5: Limitations of the Study 

This study was carried out amidst so many ditriculties and challenges. It was difficult to 

trace and reach most of the respondents easily like Bukiriro, Kibimba and Keza because 

it was a rainy season but the researcher had to hire motorcycle so as to reach the intenckd 

place of the study. 

Some of the respondents were suspicious and reluctant to provide data presuming the 

researcher was reaching for the same political reasons rather than academic. In such a 

case, apart from the researcher pro~ducing a letter of introduction, thus emphasizing the 
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genuiness and significance of the study being undertaken. the researcher approached ; he: 

ward executive officers of each ward where the study was conducted to clear doubt on 

the issues pertaining to the study. In this regard the respondents understood what \vas 

going on. Never the less they provided information that was vital for the study. There \\as 

also a problem of miscommunication to the respondents who were standard seven leavers 

who were not able to read and answer questionnaires which were presented in English 

language. As such the researcher would always translate to them in Kiswahili (Tanznnian 

National Language) in explaining the questionnaires and interview questions. Never the 

less, the respondents were able to provide data fu1 --:nhancement of this study. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

4.0: DA TA ANALYSIS AND PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the findings from the study with specific emphasis on povert\ 

reduction in the progressive of Ngara rural community participation in 111ilTU 

enterprise projects as an alternative in poverty reduction . 

The study solicited responses for research hypothesis: 

(i) More participative projects are more etlective m poverty reduction than less 

participative. 

(ii) Women are more active participants in micro enterprise projects ihan men. 

(iii) Educated people have more advancement in micro enterprise prujt'cts 

participations than illiterates 

(iv) National micro finance bank of Ngara branch given no suppo11 to the rural m1cru 

-enterprise groups. 

Fig: Participation in micro enterprise projects 

Growth and reduction of 
income poverty 

Reduction of Poverty 

Good Governance and 
accountability 

Source - National strategy for growth and reduction of poverty (NSGRP) 2005. 
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Table 9: Administration of Participation. 

Products \ No of participants 

Wards Project produced/dealing I 
I _, ________ -

Faru Fruit group Deals with fruits 10 

RULENGE Tumaini group Chicken 8 

Changamka group Milk cattle I 10 I 
I 
I 

BUKIRIRO Juhudi group Bee keeping 10 

Tushirikiane group restaunmt 18 
----i -----·--------

KEZA Upendo group Banana juice I 6 

processmg I 
----------

Mungano women Dvd/Cd sales 10 

NYAMIAGA group 
. 

Ujamaa group Carpentry 8 
·-

Tika' s group Tree nursery IO 
.... , .. 

RlJSUMO Twiyunge group· Traditional drums 9 
" 

Umoja group Garden flowers 10 

Nguvu Kazi group Traditional pots 

~~ KIBIMBA TOTAL . 
I 

Source: Primary data collected by the researcher 

In Table 9 shoyvs the level of participation in 11 · ···on ente1. , ise projects and the trend in 

poverty reduction. There fore, the table indicated the number of participants in all g,roup'.' 

and the products produced. Interview and field observation method were applied. In his 

face to face interview the researcher wanted to know social economic welfare (lt' th~.· 

respondents. In this regard indicators were based on owning living houses roofl'd b\ 

coITugated iron, access to health services, access to afford to pay money (school fee,, aI1d 

send their children to school, access to buy and own radio as well as domestic wealth like 

owning banana and coffee farms. 

The indicators were used by the researcher in respect to the socio-economic welfare 

situation of Ngara Distric:. These are the common indicators for the Ngara rural 
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community that for the house hold to afford to have them all is the levt?-1 or pm L'n \ 

reduction 

(i) Faru Fruit Group owned ten(! 0) acres of pineapples, !'he research-:-r tn 

interviewing the leader of the group, the findings revealed the following: 

a) Members of the group have to attend to the project every tvvo(2) davs of 

the week to clean their farm and to harvest the fruits as well as to take 

them to the market. 

b) The capacity of the farm can realize three tones every week which gi \ es :1 

total ofTanzania Shillings 840,000/= 

c) The group has temporarily emploved J (thn•c) men to guide the Farm 

They are paid every month. 

(ii) Tumaini Group is keeping local chickens. In the researchers interview and 

observations method, the results revealed the following: 

a) The group has constructed 4 (four) local buildings. One structure i'.; t~H 

young chickens, two is for those which are laying eggs and the oth1:r ts a 

combination of the big chickens. 

b) The group owned a total of three hundred big chickens and two hundrcJ 

young chickens. 

c) When the group sells eggs they can afford to get a total or I ~l).(Hl11 

Tanzanian shillings every month. Like wise when they sell big chid:cns 

for meat, they can be able to get 382,000/= Tanzanian shillings everv 

month. 

d) The group has employed three temporary laborers for serving the project 

(iii) Cbangamuka group is keeping fifteen diary milk cattle. The situation re\ eakd 

as follows when they were interviewed. 

a) Three temporary employees are employed to serve the project and thcv an: 

paid every week. 

b) The cattle can produce 150 Litres of milk every day When milk is sold 

Tanzanian Shillings o/5,000/= is realized every day. 
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c) Every member of the group is assigned to be on duty everv day so as hl 

monitor the progress of the project. 

(iv) Juhudi group like other groups 1s dealing with beehives. The researcher 

revealed the following: 

(v) 

a) The group has 478 hives. These are located in three different areas which 

is four kilometers from the village. 

b) Only 265 hives are ready having bees and are productive. 

c) The group can harvest 100 litres of honey every month which is ,vorth 

Tanzanian shillings 3000/- per every litre 

Tushiri Kiane group owned a rest?' •r::mt at K'. ·,a trading centre. When the 
'· . 

. Leader of the group was interviewed, the following are the findings: 

a) The restaurant is serving breakfast, Lunch and Dinner. 

b) It can afford to accommodate 50 (fifty) customers at a time. 

c) Five laborers are employed to serve the customers 

d) The project can produce the average of Tanzanian Shillings l O 1.500/=· 

every day 

(vi) Upendo Group which is processmg Banana JUI Ce. In the researcher· s 

interview, the following are the findings: 

a) The project is situated at Keza trading centre 

b) Members of the group are the main actors in the project. 

c) Juice is processed locally using banana fruits 

d) _Members have a special room 0 
••• process· g and there is another room, 

which is used to serve the customers. 

e) Processing and selling is conducted by members of the project 

f) The project can afford to produce l 00 litres of juice every clay and if the 

group attempt to sale all litres of juices for Tanzanian shillings 500/== per 

litre, then 50,000/= can be realized. 
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(vii) Muungano women group which owned a shop of DVD/ CD at Nyamiaga 

trading centre. The researcher revealed the following tindings \Vh1.:n 11:: 

interviewed the leader of the group: 

a) The group has a shop of DVD/ CD in Nyamiaga trading centre 

b) The group owned one emergency generator which is valued at Tanzanian 

shillings 400,000/= which operates when there is power I dectricit, 

problem. 

c) The project can afford to earn an average of Tanzanian shilling,; 

1,050,000/= every month. 

d) DVD I CD are imported from Mwanza, Dareesalam and a little from 

Kampala. 

(viii) Ujamaa group which deals with Carpentry. When the researcher intervicm.:d 

the members of the group, the findings revealed the following: 

a) The project is operating at Mkididili village near Nyamiaga trading ccntrL' 

b) The project has all the required tools/ instruments to run the business. 

c) All members of the group have technical know how in the fkid di 

operation so their work everyday except Sunday. 

d) They get timber from Mwanza and Biharamulo District. 

e) The get small orders from village council, making furniture for priman 

schools and the local community. 

f) The project can produce Tanzanian shillings 3,455,000/= every month. 

(ix) Tika's group which is dealing with tree Nurseries. The project operarin~ :!i 

Rusimo boarder near Rwanda durin,· the intervi wand observation applied b\ , 

the researcher the following are the findings: 

a) The project has 30 (thirty nursery plots with varieties of seedlings. 

b) All members of the projects are the main actors 

c) The project employed 2 (Two) laborers to look after the proje~·t and tu 

monitor the welfare of the seedlings not to be dcstruv1.:d b\· d(.Hl!estiL· 

animals. 
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(x) 

d) The project can produce Tanzanian Shillings 440,()00/= everv month 

especially during the rainy season starting from September to April e,·en 

year 

Twiyunge group which is dealing 111 Traditional drums. in the rescaffher' s 

findings revealed the following: 

a) Cattle skins are used to make drums 

b) Cattle skins are locally found in the butchers all over the district. 

c) All members of the group have the skills in making the drums 

d) The drums are made on orders and the price varies according to tl1t.: siz(· 

and quality of the drums. 

e) The project can be able to earn Tanzanian Shillings 6¥U)00/" c\·en 

month depending on the orders . . ived as ,;ell as the availabilitv of rhe 

customers. 

(xi) Umoja group which is dealing in garden flowers The f'ollmving art_• the 

findings when the researcher interviewed the leaders of the group: 

a) The group has eight (8) plots with a variety of flowers at Kibimba , :ilk·\ 

near Ruvuvu River. 

b) All members of the group participate fully in the project. 

c) The project can be able to produce Tanzanian Shillings -D5JJU(l 

depending on the availability of the customers. 

d) The majority of the customers are local and central government of1kes. 

churches and from Bukoba and Mwanza. Also during the spc(:iai 

occasions like marriages, graduations, send off and birthdays. 

(xii) Nguvu Kazi group which deals in traditional pots. When the members ,vert' 

interviewed, the following were the findings: 

a) The participants in this project are members themselves because theY havt' 

the technical know how of making the pots. 

b) Pots are mainly preferred by rural community. 



c) The group members can afford to make twelve pots m different sizes 

every day. 

d) The price of the pot depends on the sizes. 

e) The project is undertaken at Kibimba village. 

f) The project can produce Tanzanian shillings 102,0UU/=- every da\ 

depending on the availability of the customers. Therefore. table I (1 

revealed the situation. 
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Table 10. Response in Micro-enterprise Projects 
----

! ;..... - ;..... c., c., 

-= 
I 

~ ;.... _c., 

"' = - ~ ~ - i e J -= ::: ::; 
c., '¼- -- -= 8 c., 
-::: 2 c., c., ~ ;-,l 

I - - - i = 
Types of ~ ':'; - er. I ~ Ward C eL "' 

,,.., c., :,: 
5 = 0 c., 

"' c., .s c., 

"' 2 c., 
Q. ::: c., = ,_ 

-::: ~ t:: "' :.. CJ 0 .:::: -0 c., :.. Project c., 0 ... ~ 2, :;:: c)I, 
c., 

i:i:: ;::: '-' < ~ ~ ., Q.. 

Faru Fruit 10 10 10 10 10 10 100 
I 

RULENGE group I 

~-------

Tumaini 8 8 8 8 8 5 80 

group 
I 

Changamka 10 8 10 10 I 10 10 1 85 
I I 

BUKIRIRO ', j group 
I I ---~---

I ..:i Juhudi group 10 10 I 10 8 10 l 87 
I I , 

I 

-1 0 

I I 

\s 
--1 l 

Tushirikiane 8 8 8 18 I 

100 10 
I 

I 
KEZA group 

\ 
I 

I ! 

Upendo group 6 6 6 6 I () I -; : 92 
)._ 

Muungano 
I 

NYAMIAGA 
I women group IO IO JO I 10 I lU 

i 
lU WO 

I 

Ujamaa group 8 8 7 
I 

8 6 '7 87 

Tika's group 10 10 10 10 10 10 
!, 

100 

RVSVMO Twiyunge 9 9 9 8 8 8 I 94 
I 

group I 
Umoja group 10 10 10 I 10 JO 10 I 

JOO I 

KIBIMBA Nguvu Kazi 10 10 9 9 () 18 94 
I 

group 
·--

TOTAL 109 107 107 105 l l 01 
! i --· 

Source: Primary data collected by the researcher. 

In view to the above table, the findings show that I 09 were the total respondents So. l 07 

out of the total respondents in all twelve groups live in house roofed by corrugated iron 

which is almost 99%. Their houses are roofed by cormgated iron. Also 99% respondent:-: 

can afford to get in come for health service given that they do not experience much tu 
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infant mortality, child mortality, malaria related mortality and maternal mortality. In this 

regard women and child death in particular are not too much due to lack of accessing 

health facilities. 

They support and treat themselves in improving the well being There have been some 

successes in immunization coverage of children, in TB treatment and in the accessibiii1\· 

to contraceptive. So generally death due to pneumonia, diarrhea, Malnutrition and 

complications are not very common to them. 

Also the findings revealed that those engaged in micro enterprise projects can ilfford 

to get income to pay for impor1ant necessities. Like health services. sending their 

children to schools, buying radio and affording to have banana and coffee farms \\ hich 

are domestic economy for Ngara rural. 
·•. 

ln this regard the findings revealed that 104 out of l 09 total numbers of the respondent:: 

which is equal to 96% they said to own Radios. Radios are the instrument for 

communication for the majority of the rural. It enables them to get essential ne,vs \\ithin 

and out side their country. The news received play very big role in educating thl:111 and 

keep them aware with what is going on in the Country as well as the whole World. 

Focus on table l 0, l 0 1 out of 109 of tota.1 respondents, responded to have banana and 

coffee farms, which are maintained. Banana is food crop in the other hand coffe1: is ,1 

cash crop. As far as agriculture is the lead sector in Tanzania, which is accounting. for 4~ 

percent of GDP and again it is a source of food and raw materials for industries. It also 

provides lively hoods to 82 percent of the population. In additional to the income earned 

from Micro-enterprise projects, hence when yie 1rling coffc and bananas as well as other, 
'· 

crops people can sell them and get income which enable to purchase the required 

necessities. 

Further more, when the researcher applied field observation, he witnessed the properties 

of the respondents like their living houses and farms. In this aspect field obsen.ation 

revealed the situation and the living facts. Twelve ( 12) ward executive officers of twelve 
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wards taken in 'the study when they were intervie\•ved concerning contriburiun of n1il'.r,)

enterprise projects in poverty reduction, the findings revealed positively. Thev said that 

Micro-project actors of the rural are able to get adequate income and also employment in 

generating micro-enterprise projects. 

The field observation conducted by the researcher to all the respondents mainh thc.:· 

project actors, he witnessed the reality as shown in Table l 0. In addition to that. lw 

conducted face to face interviews of the respondents in the issues pertaining to access t,, 

health, access to pay for school fees and access to buy radios because these variables 

were not easy to be observed. But in the course of their responses, revealed to cm n tlk· 

said properties, therefore the data given in table 10 clearly explain the picture on h,_m 

participation in micro projects enables mral people to get income which helps th1.:rn to 

purchase the necessities. 

Also the data shows that 99% of the project pai1icipants can aflord corrugated iron f'Llol'cd 

houses and 99% can afford to get health facilities, taking their children to school and 

afford to buy radios as well as banana and coffee farms. In this regard therct'or(· 

participation in micro projects plays a big role in poverty reduction. 

Women participation in micro enterprise projects 

As shown in table 11 women are more active participants m micro enterprise 

projects than men. 

Looking at the table below the findings revealed that the total number of respondents \\ :h 

126 in all the projects, women were 87 which is 70% or the total respondents \\ hik 

men were 39 out of 126 that is 29%. 

The situation revealed that the rural women of Ngara District are more participati\ c in 

micro-enterprise projects than men. The reasons given by one woman of TushirikiauL' 

group when interviewed by the researcher that, in micro-enterprise project it1\'ol\ed in 
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she can afford to get income to purchase the impo11ant necessities. Also she feels more 

happy and active in project involvement. 

More over, women played very big role in rural areas in strengthening their participation 

in small economic projects as means of improving rural house holds income and t'uod 

security. For example in Agriculture, they do better farming method use of improved 

seeds, access to farm in puts and using irrigation in crops production. 

Table 11: Revealed the Situation. 

'TOTAL 

WARDS PROJECTS RESPOND NO.OF NO.OF 
ENTS WOMEN MEN 

"--·--~ ·-~·----- .. 

Fam fruit group. 
RULENGE This is growing fruits 10 8 2 

-~-·-· 

Tumaini group. 

• Chickens keapers/form. 10 8 2 
•. 

Changamka group 
BUKIRIRO • Milk cattle's keepers and 10 6 4 

shop. 
Juhudi group I 

\~ • Bee dealers 10 7 .1 

Tushirikiane group. 
@ Hotel business. 11 10 l 

KEZA Upendo group. 
Banana juice processing ]0 7 "' • : .1 

Ujarnaa group. I 

• Capentry dealers IO 0 110 
NYAMIAGA I ·-

Muungano Women group ! 
• Sells DVDs and eds ]0 8 /.-, 

Tikas' group. 
·--·· -~ --··· 

• Tree nursery dealers 10 8 ') 

·-·· RVSVMO Twiyunge group. 

'· 
@ Traditional drams dealer::i 14 9 5 

Umoja group 
@ Garden flower dealers 10 

, 
4 0 

KIBJMBA Nguvu kazi group. I 
! 

• Traditional pots and ! l 10 ! 0 
I 

Selling honey .V· TOTAL 126 87 
Source: Primary data collected by the researcher 
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Many reasons have been given by respondents when interviewed to the researcher 

concernmg the number of women participation in micro enterprise proiects w bl 

much high than the number of men. Among them the number of 21 men and I (l 

women interviewed gave different reasons as follows 

(a) Majority rural men are employed m the government sectors and non-

Governmental organizations. 

(b) Women are discriminated to undertake domestic economy, like coffee 

( c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(t) 

and banana farms. There fore micro-enterprise projects is the best alternati\..: for 

them to generate income and employment. 

\Vomen are adoptive to undertake micro-enterprise projects when thev are 

sensitized and empowered by the goverw~wnt and 0 11·,er stake holders than 
'• 

men given the fact that women are flexible. 

Rigidity of rural men's mind-set in accepting changes. 

Due to HIV impact, some women left widows, and they have orphans to 

take care. In this regard Micro-enterprise projects are their alternative tu L'.i\ l' 

them income. 

Traditional norms and cultures that desegregated. Women from some of tasks and 

decision making. 

(g) Women are more active in working together and sharing responsibilities. 

The researcher's observation came up with idea that !he question of shar ... ·cl 

responsibilities of both men and women in the aspect of implementatiun of econorni,. 

activities should not base on discrimination. There fore both should take charge and \rnrk 

together. 

Fwiher more, women have a decisive role to play in creating. a new consciousness and :.t 

new paradigm because among all social groups, they arc the most oppr1.:ssed and thcr v 

fore have the most to gain from radical transformation in relation between them sci\ t's 

and men. 
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Given the situation of Ngara District women account for 5 l % population and contribut..: 

70% of all the labour inputs in economic activities especially in micro-enterprise projects 

They participate in the development process in myriad of ways. Their contribu1 ion A 

economic and social change continues to be in adequately recogniz..:-d and gr,:at! \ 

undervalued because their male dominated cultures have given them an ;nt'erior po,;;ti,;,1 

in society and custom, taboo, and sexual division or labour keep tlicui subordi1utc ,,, 

men. 

Economic, social and cultural factors have combined to produce a situation in which most 

development effort have tended to discount the potential social and economic 

contribution of women and so fail to mobilize the benefit fi·om this vital human resource. 

There is a persistent misconception in Ngara District that the value of wo1nen · s 

contribution to.,the economy and to society is ,ic.~ ,uately recognized and their needs and 

interest are satisfied if they are made the beneficiaries of certain welfare programs, 

however the adjustment programmed of the 1980' s have its essential therefore, that the 

concerns of women should be incorporate within the frame work of regional and Nationai 

development policies in a comprehensive manner. Adequately resources should be made 

available to meet their needs. 

In one place or another rural women are termed poorly. But in the actual fact there art? 

capable of promoting their own efforts and initiatives if are recognized and support eel. :\ 

useful role for the development agencies is to support women's groups in their attempts 

to break through some of the constraints they face. This means support not just for 

income earning opportunities but for advocacy, for mobilization the public sphere, for 

ensuring that women's voice.are heard in all the main decision making process, not just 

in small and isolated women bureau. 
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The role of education in micro projects participation 

As shown in taole 12 education is very crucial anu n contributes highly in micro projects 

generation. 

As such it contributes to decisions and activities that surround the projects. The stuch 

shows that the projects below which among their· members are diploma holders arc 

performing well than those who have not . 

Basically education helps members who are under taking any business unleash their 

creative and productive energies. It creates business confidence in them and understands 

the reality of their environment (social, economic, political, ecological and cultural) and 

the necessary actions needed to improve their well-being. Also, it helps in poverty 

monitoring system so that they can plan for and pull together information from a \\ ide 

range of sources, and analyze it to guide our policies and plans for pove1ty reduction. 

Further more, people make plans based on how u1ey understand the World. How they 

understand the Word depends on what they know. This is on what evidence they have. 

If people don't know much and if what they know is wrong. then their understanding, and 

their plans will not be very good. Based on poverty reduction strategies education 

provides analysis to broaden understanding about the amount and causes of poverty anct 

about the impact of poverty reduction policies. 
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Table 12: Role of Education in micro projects participation 

WARDS 

RULENG 

E 

PROJECTS 

EDUCATION 

NUMBER 01, ~. l ;; 0 ~ I 
RESPONDEN ; o -g O S t I 

E 1 o '"5 o ._ 

TS .. ~ a:: en i:5 ,...,_~ ! =-- Cl) C/) .... 

I 
Tota i 

Faru Fruit group l O 2 6 'i \ 0 i I U 
,__T_u_m_a-i1-1i_b_}l-.O-U_p _ _,._8 ______ --+-6--••------cl-2--· 1 ~. -1--()-- ~ 

i \ : 
I I I 

1-------t-C-h-an_b_ra_n_1_k_a----i--l-O-------i--l-O--,[ -0---ii--U --1 0 -- ! l ( i 

l \ 
j l , 
i, 

BUKIRIR group 

O Juhudi group 10 2 7 I 1 0 \ l 0 
1-------+-T_u_s_h-ir-ik-i-an_e ____ 8 ______ +-8----i-O-----i--O· f O . -1 8 

KEZA 

NYAMIA 

GA 

RUSUMO 

KIBIMBA 

i 
group 

i i 

Upendo group 6 6 io 0 lh 
I 

Muungano group 10 5 4 I I o 
~~t--------1-----

Ujamaa group 8 

lo 
I -+-4·-- -t-!..-i -----,-u _ ....... i u---r~ 
I I --
1 0 1 IU 
I 

Tika's group 10 2 7 j l 
! 

Twiyunge goup 9 4 5 \ 0 
I 

io 
i 

,__U_m_o_j_a_g_,r_o_u_P ___ 1_0 _____ _,_6_
1 
___ _,_.-:_, __ _,\_

1 _ -\~-j_~ 0 

Nguvu Kazi IO I 18 I I l 0 I 'O 
I I ; i 

I ! 
group 

TOTAL 109 50 56 i-i / [O 109 
l 

Source : Data collected by the researcher 

To reduce poverty, a wide-range of actors must make informed choice. To do this the\ 

need information about poverty, how it is changing and what causes these changes 

Information on the sta1us of poverty and how jt ·liffers by 2nder, and other factors helps. 
\, 

to inform the design of strategies to reduce poverty. It assists with the identification or 
those people and areas that are most disadvantages and there fore require priurit\ 
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attention. Evidence on changes in poverty is impo11ant to assess whether tile cuumr, 1:

on track to achieve the target set. 

Information about out comes and impact of actions on pove11y needs tl) be linked tu 

resource allocation. Monitoring of inputs is important to assess whether tlh: 

commitments made in poverty reduction strategies translate into higher allocatidns. l~1r 

the priority sectors and, within those, the priority budget lines for povcrtv rcductiun 

Fig: Educational levels of respondents. 

Source: Primary data 

Primary School levels: 

D Diploma Levels 

Im Secondary Schoo! 
level 

□ Primary School 
level 

They are the majority in Ngara rural who undertaking micro-enterprise projects 

Secondary School levels: 

The numbers who are not absorbed by the government sectors due t,1 lack tit 

Employment capacity, they remain in the rural after completed secondary education. 

Thus some of them participate in micro-enterprise projects 
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Diploma Levels:-

Looking at the table 12, the researcher noted that most of Ngara rural who are under 

taking Micro-enterprise projects are secondary c;chool levers and primary schools. ~u 

people out of 109 who are respondents were primary schools levers and 56 \\ en: 

secondary school leavers while 7 people out of l 09 were diploma holders. 

The researcher sought to know why the majority undertaking micro-projects are 

secondary schools and primary school leavers, the findings revealed that over lla!f uf 

people who completed secondary school and primary school remained in rural 

unemployed. In this regard therefore the alternative is to join the informal sectors as the 

only alternative of securing in come, and employment. 

Arguing in the same vem those few people who are diploma holders in cliffercn! 

disciplines, in table 12 is seven. In Faru fruit group there are two, Juhudi there i:, <me· 

Muungano one, Tikas' group one, Umoja one as well as Nguvu Kazi one. 

Those seven respondents who had diplomas wben were interviewed; thev responded !() 

be retired oi11cers from Governmental sectors. When they terminated their services thn 

came back and settle in their respected villages and joined in Micro-enterprise project~ 

On the other hand the researcher observed the projects undertaken by all 1welve _Q.rnup" 

and later on interviewed orally leaders of all groups and other two members of each 

group. 

In observation the findings revealed the following, six groups which are Faru Fruit. 

Juhudi, Muungano, Tika's Umoja and Nguvu kazi groups their projects are progressing a 

head given that in all groups management is well designed, there is a head leader of each 

group, secretary, and two members who are among the management team. Further more 

they have got a valid saving account. Also the,· h,ive a spc ·i fie exercise book shm\ 11 the 

meeting schedules as well as files to keep their documents and records of their dai l v 

affairs. 
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The interview conducted to all 12 leaders of the projects and 2 members from each 

project, the researcher was interested to know if every group has a meeting schedule. 

Among six (6) groups with diploma holders they__ said tha, rhey have members meeting 

every 3 months but the least group they do not meet. In the research findings it revealed 

that when they meet, chairperson of the group reads the agenda and agreed upon. In the 

meeting they discuss issues pertaining the development of their projects, constraints 

undergone and how to over come them. Also the income and expenditure are tabled and 

discussed all together. They agreed together and tabled strategies for betterment of their 

projects in the future. 

On the other hand, the researcher wanted to know the position of the government in the 

district level concerning the issues of empowerment and capacity building to the 

project members. When the researcher interviewed district community development 

officer pertaining empowerment and capacity building of the project members the 

findings revealed that since the year 2006-2008 no empowerment and capacit) 

building has been conducted to micro- enterp1 k - project members due to financial 

constraints but he declared to make six visits to various groups like Tikas group. 

Changamuka ,Umoja ,Farm Fruit, Twiyunga and Tumaini group m January 2008. In 

his visit he talked to group leaders about various strategies to better their projects. 

Again, the researcher was told by leaders of Tika 's and Juhudi groups when inten i,:\\ 1..•d 

them orally that, no visit has been clone by the government officials so as to see the 

progress of their projects. In this regard, the researcher noted that the argument given bv 

community development officer was not true. 

More over, the researcher passed through and observed the projects of six groups '.\ hich 

one of their members have/has a diploma, the findings revealed that the performance of 

all six projects are progressing a head even if they are in small scale. 
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Following other projects of Tumaini, Changamka, Tushirikiane, Upendo, Ujamaa. and 

Twiyunge whose the majority members are primary school and secondary school leavers. 

their businesses are going on, but they face challenges, like doing their things throui1h 

experience without technical know how. When the researcher asked Leaders and few 

members of these projects on the issues perta11w1g the project cycle, monitoring and 

evaluation of their projects implementation, saving accounts, and minutes of their 

meetings, the findings revealed that all the above things are not done. They declare that 

all the project affairs are known by leaders of the projects, hence the only thing tht:\ 

enjoy is Tshs. 60,000/= which members earned from the pruject even 111011th as t11<.:01n,: 

from their projects. 

Go back to the hypothesis; Education in respect to project management is V\.'.ry 

cmcial to the micro-enterprise project members. So, that it is why through data 

drawn in table 12, there is a gap of project progressing between the projects which 

have members who are diploma holders in various disciplines because these 

members are key helpers in their areas of operations unlike those who composed 

primaiy scho~l leavers of the majority and r•condar1 ,;chool leavers. Therefore 

education is ve1y helper in the aspect of planning, organizing, controlli11g. 

directing, implementing, and monitming as well as evaluating micro-enterprisc 

projects. 

The position of micro finance bank of Ngara branch pertaining the supporting oi' Rural 

Micro - Enterprise Project 
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Table 13: The data for National Micro-Finance Bank support to the- \lirrn 

enterprise projects in the rural areas. 

I Number agreed : The 
I 

Project Number of to get support 
number 

Wards disagreed 
: 
I 
I 

respo '"nts frt a NMB not to i ,, 

support 
i 

from I 

NMB 
Faru Fruit group 10 0 10 

RULENGE Tumaini group 8 0 8 
---------- --- . '. 

Changamka group 10 0 10 

BUKIRIRO 
-- ·1 

Juhudi group 10 0 10 

Tushirikiane group 8 0 ,8 

KEZA 
i, 

Upendo group 6 0 '6 I 
Muungano group 10 0 10 

i 
I 

NYAMIAGA Ujamaa group 8 0 8 

Tika's group 10 0 lO 

RUSUMO Twiyunge goup 9 0 9 

Umoja group 10 0 I 10 
··--•-,•-

Nguvu Kazi group IO 0 10 

KIBIMBA TOTAL 109 0 
I 

109 
----

Source: Primary data collected by the Researcher 

I 

'i 

; 

The above table gives a picture on the position of micro finance bank nf Ngara bran~·h 

penaining the suppo11 of rural micro enterprises project of the ruraL 

The responses of all 109 respondents were almost similar, The researcher's stuch 

when interviewed leaders of each group in the absence of group members . the 

response remained the same. But learders of Nguvu Kazi complained to get nu 

cooperation from bank management He said that in September 2007, he went to the 

bank and saw the loan manager~ in his presentation t1P asked the modalities to b,: 
,, 

followed by his group so as to get credit from the bank He was given verv 
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complicated conditions by the loan manager like having unmovable assets like a lwus<..' 

value 12 millions belongs to the group members which is not available. 

The researcher wanted to know where they got money/capital to start their operations 

The findings shown that all groups started their operation after making contribution or al I 

members of the group as shown below. So the C""tribution 1Ilected by each rnembt·r or 
'. 

the group in totality become as a capital to start a project. 

(a) Faru Fruit group - Tshs. 320,000/= 

(b) Tumaini group - Tshs. 300,000/= 

( c) Changamka group Tshs. 410. 000/= 

( d) Tushirikiane group- Tshs. 250,000/= 

(e) Juhudi group - Tshs. 210, 000/= 

(f) Upendo group - Tshs. 380,000/= 

(g) Muungano group - Tshs. 230,000/= 

(h) Ujamaa group - Tshs. 295,000/= 

(i) Tika's group - Tshs. 444,000/= 

(j) Twiyunge group - Tshs. 382,000/= 

(k) Umoja g;rnup - Tshs. 314,000/= 

(I) Nguvu kazi group- Tshs. 270,000/= 

Source: Micro Enterprise project groups 

When the contribution of each individual arc pooled together in respcl'l to the toL1i 

number of members of the group therefore the sum realized to be a starting, capital hir 

example Tumaini group which compassed eight members every member nf the group 

when contributed Tshs. 300,000 x 8 members, the group realized a total of Tshs 

2,400,000/= which was termed as a starting capital. This is like all other groups. Further 

more when the researcher interviewed all leaders of twelve groups concerning uthcr 

sources, their response were the same that every month each members ur the group h,1> 

also to make contribution of other amount of money so as to make the working capiul 
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reasonable according to the working situation. For example in Faru Fruit group it ha~ 

been agreed to contribute Tshs. 10,000/=. 

When the researcher interviewed community development officer for the District 

pe11aining offering credit of the National Micro-finance Bank to the \fo.:ro-enterprisc:; 

projects, the finding revealed that the Development officer was not aware with the 

situation pertaining micro-finance credits to the rural projects. 

Further more, what was in his knowledge he thought that m order for a project group 

to get a credit from the bank must first implement the project and then the 

appropriate loan manger would visit the project and gives recommendation whether 

the project is qualifying to a get credit or not. 

I 

Given such a situation when the researcher interviewed Loan Manager from National 

Micro-finance Bank pertaining credit to the micro enterprise projects the following \Vere 

the findings. 

(i) The Bank hesitated to give loans to rural enterprise project due to expected risk. 

(ii) The rural enterprise project groups are not well organized in such a wa\ that 

Bank management can trust them. 

(iii) Inability of the rural enterprise project operators to fi.tlfill the collateral 

requirements. 

(iv) National Micro-Finance Bank of Ngara District 1s operating m limited 

geographical areas because it is small 

(v) Lack of grantees to the rural micro-enterprise projects to return back the credit 

(vi) Rural micro-enterprise project operators they are inabilities prepare and p:\:s.:nt 

applications that meet Bank's requirements. 

After the researcher received the above explanation/statement from the Loan Manager he 

wants to know whether they can be proved to be true in relation to the fact that there al1\ 

some of rural micro-enterprise projects already given credit and failed to return back 

The findings revealed that no micro-enterprise projects that of Ngara Rural has be.:n 

given credit. So, the researcher noted that there is misunderstanding of financd 

institutions to the rural micro-enterprise projects in thinking that rural people are unable 
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to operate. This is misconception and intuitive because the statements of the financial 

institution are not yet tested so as to come up with the real situation. In this reg.ard. 

micro-enterprise projects of Ngara rural are not given credits by financial institution to 

generate their businesses for the ground of tgnorancc. No study or kst ha-; been 

conducted to come up with scientific answer. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

5.0: SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 Introduction 

This, chapter presents a summary of the implications, conclusions and recommendations 

5.2: Summary: 

On the basis of these findings there are implications for action in order to address the 

issue pertaining rural community participation in micro - enterprise projects as a tool 

for poverty reduction. Therefore, possible considerations to address the issue 

highlighted in this study include the following:-

(a) The government of Tanzania should strengthen the current small and medium 

enterprise projects policy of 2003 and other poverty reduction policies and spread 

all over in the rural areas so as to be red and under stood by the common people 

In this aspect, since the said policies written as a guide to pove11y reduction are 

written in English, there fore they should be put in Kiswahili (National Languag.:) 

because the majority of rural people cannot afford to read the a11icles written in 

English and understand them. In this regard there fore, awareness of povertv 

reduction policies will speed up poverty reduction strategy. 

(b) Men of Ngara rural should not neglect participation m the micro-enterprise 

projects. They should be sensitized so as to understand the position ~)r micrp

enterprise projects as a prime tool for poverty reduction. 

( c) The government should allocate special fund for the purpose of promoting micro

enterprise projects. 

( cl) The government and non-governmental organizations should consider the 

empowerment and financing the rural micro-enterprise projects. Therefore. a 
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special department which will deal with the development and sustainabilin ur 

micro-enterprise projects should be established. 

(e) The National Micro-finance bank of Ngara District should consider the provision 

of giving credits to the micro-enterprise projects of rural areas. 

5.3: Conclusion: 

Micro-enterprise projects have been recognized as a significant source of employment 

creation, income generation, and poverty reduction and as basic for industrial 

development. Therefore, poverty will not decline without growth in rural incomes, where 

it is considered to be the home of the majority about 85 percent. Also rural incomes wil I 

not grow without improving productivity of n1 ir-ro-enterp:·;se projects and other sectors . 
'· . 

like agriculture, like wise, poverty will not be reduced if the growth is not horizontally 

broad and widely shared by many people and but not a few territorially scattered 

individuals. 

As many people as possible of Ngara rural should be fully engaged in micro-enterpri~c 

projects and other economic activities. However, farming for example and other non

farm enterprises are primarily private sector activities. There is therefore, a need to pav 

particular attention to the development of the private sectors so that they can play their 

roles in the count1y' s economic development. 

The required actions for successful rural development including creation of the policit's 

and institutions that encourage private investment in rural enterprises and complementan 

business should be putted in the place. It is als0 impo11ant '') strengthen linkages between, ,, . 

rural producers and urban centres are the focal points for information services, markets 

and industrial processing for rural economies. 

Also, the small and medium Enterprise developrnent policy of 2003 and other povert\' 

reduction policies, which are there as a guide for poverty reduction in Tanzania are not 

yet understood by Ngara rural. Also copies of the polices are not available as well as such 
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policies should be put in Kiswahili (National language) so as to be red and understood bv 

common people of the rural areas. 

Further more, in all six wards used m the study women are more engaged in micro

enterprise than men. The findings revealed that they have other alternatives of securing 

income and employment. But, in regard to the essentiality of micro-enterprise pruj1.:.:ts 

contribution to socio- economic development of Tanzania as poverty reduction is 

concern; there fore, it is now a high time for both men and women to participate fully in 

this sector. 

Micro-finance institutions are supposed to support rural micro-enterprise pruJ,:ns 

development through giving them credits. Due to luck of micro-finance scrvicl:s. 1 ur:tl 

micro-enterprise project actors of Ngara, they b--· .:rate capital to implement their project · 

by individuals' contribution. This enhancing inadequate and small capital which results 

in to limited employment and insufficient income as well as poor productivity of good 

and services. 

Generally, it is noted that awareness and motivation of the rural people of Ngara District 

to make them engage in micro-enterprise projects since it has been realized to be a prime 

tool for poverty reduction and National economic development are very imponant. This 

sector is much helpful in income generation and employment of the majority rural people. 

It is the fact that at present, unemployment is significant problem that the Government or 
Tanzania has to deal with. Estimates show that there are about 700,000 new entrants into 

the labour force every year. About 500 of these are school leavers with few marketable 

skills. The public sectors employ only about 40,000 of the new entrants into the labour 

market, leaving about 660,000 to join the un-employment or the under employment 

reserve. Most of these people end up in micnh.,itterprise projects, and especially in the· 

informal sector. Given that situation and the fact that Tanzania is characterized by low 

rate of capital formation, it seems clear that micro-enterprise projects are the best option 

to address the problem of poverty. 
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5.4: Recommendations: 

It was noted by the researcher that a part from challenges faced by 1111cro-enterpnsc.'s 

projects takers of the rural Ngara District which are unfavorable legal and regulaton 

frame work, under development infrastructure, poor business development services, lack 

of business know how, poor planning, limited access to finance and other resources, poor 

management and in effective and poorly coordinated institutional support frame ,vork_ 

therefore, the researcher came up with the following recommendations which are as 

follows:-

(i) The present National small and medium enterprise development pulic\ 

(2003) and other relevant policies which are there for guiding povert\' 

reduction strategies should be exposed to the rural community In this aspect 

the,present policies which are writ' ' in Engli. 'i should be put in Kiswahili 

(National Language) language and spread down to the rural community, 

(ii) The Government of Tanzania should establish a clepa11ment. which will lw 

responsible for the development and sustainability of micro-enterprise 

projects of the ruraL 

(iii) Micro-enterprise projects development should be a common agenda and alsn 

being addressed by Government officials and other stakeholders in all 

community mass meeting held in Ngara District. 

(iv) National Micro-finance Bank (NMB) of Ngara Branch should soflcn and 

regulate credit condition to micro-enterprise projects of Ngarn rural. There 

fore, it should not segregate rural micro-enterprise project actors in the 

question of credit rendering. It should not be biased to the m1cro-enterpri-;e 

project actors of the urban, in this regard both rural and urban should b,: 

tr~ated equally in the aspect of crecr c;sistancc. 

(v) There must be corporate responsibilities for micro-enterprise proiects 

participation is both for men and women. Therefore, there is a need for 

instruments and mechanisms, which are responsible for development to tah· 

all the initiatives in educating women and men of the rural area so as tu takL· 

charge in micro-enterprise projects participation, Also where 11e1,:essar, 
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existing legal system should be notified so as to facilitate the integration 

men and women in the aspect of doing socio-economic activities togctlic1 

(vi) Since education is a key element in development and sustainability of micru

enterprise projects, there fore, for the matter of effectiveness and efticienc\· tii' 

the projects the Government and other development stake holders should lw 

on the position to design a sustainable system of' training and ernpo\, eri11cm 

micro-enterprise project actors on how to plan, coordinate, direct, managL'. 

implement, monitoring and evaluation as well as marketing and sales skills to 

enhance high profitability of the project output. 

5.5: Suggestion for; Further Research: 
.. 

Based on the findings of this study, there are implications for alternative of this study, 

that the incoming researcher should examine more on the following areas;-

(i) The role of government policy on small and medium enterprise policy of 2003 

in poverty reduction. 

(ii) The position of women in socio-economic development in the rural areas and 

(iii) Micro-finance institutions in contribution to poverty reduction. 
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QUESTIONNAIRES FOR MICRO-ENTERPRISE PROJECTS GROUP MEMBERS 

Dear respondent, 

Thank you very much for your time to fi!I this questionnaire tor a research on the effect of participation 

-in projects and poverty reduction. 

The purpose of the research is purely educational and every information provided will be treated with 

utmost confidentiality. 

Thank you much 

Yours 

rtiasudi Biteyamanga 

DATE 
DISTRiCT 

WARD 

VILLAGE ....................................................................... . 

GENDER ....................................................................... . 

NAME OF THE PROJECT 

PRODUCTS/SERVICES RPO DU CED .................................. .. 

1. What is the level of your education? 

(a) Primary 

(b) Secondary 

(c) Higher Education 

(d) Non 

What is the name of your micro-enterprise Project? 

(b) When did you start your Project? ............................................................... . 

(c) What type of the Project? 

a. Profit 

b. Non-profit/Service. 

(d) How do you get Capital/Money to generate your Project'? 

a. Members contribution 

b. Donors 

c. Loan 

d. Other sources 



(e) What is the size of your Project? 

(i) Big 

(ii) Small 

(iii) Very Small 

(f) How the members benefited from the project? 

........................ ·····••"''''''''*''"'''''''''"'' .,-.---;·,' .................. . 

(g) What are constraints/problems your face in generating your projcc:E 

(h) a) Is the government and other stake holders give help/ assistance in 

your project? 

a. Yes 

b. No 

(b) If yes, how do they help? .................................................................. . 

Have you ever asked loan from National Micro-Finance Bank (NMB) 

(a) Yes 

(b) No 

(b) If yes1 ho\v n1uch? ...................... .................................... . 

THANK YOU 



QUESTIONNP11RES FOR MICRO-ENTERPnISE PROJEc,-s LEADERS/SUPERVISORS 

De:u, respondent, 

Than% you very much for your time to fiil this questionnaire for a research on th;~ effect of participation 

hi ;:,:-.Jjects and poverr; reduct:cn. 

Th,~ purpose of the research is pu:·ely e:iL1cational ;,nd every 1nfonm1tion provided will be treated \Nith 

i.:trnost confidentiaiic;. 

Th~·nk you much 

Yours 

>!.,::;ucii Biteyamanga 

QP .. TE ···········•·-••······································· 
C/,:-JDER ......................... , ........................ . 

:)t:~TRICT ................................................ . 

v-1,,.:·~o ...................................................... . 
1·/~L.Ll\GE ............................................. ,. .. 

'.!:c ,.c:n:e of Micro-Enterprise Prnject undertaking by you, group? 

<:.J \J 1:1u stc:i:t this Project'? ............................ ._ ................. :: ....... ,, .......... ,,. ........... . 

,::;· se:-•1ic:~ projec~? .................... . 

, ,_·:~1 ·>~n1?fit frorn th:~~ ;:r0jet..:L? ., ................................................. , ............................... , ... 

L;-r;:. of ?~oduc~s/service produced by your i:•rojecr? ............................................................. . 

_ ,_;:; '✓'. :_; ::;,2( money to generate your proJecr? 

~s U :2 government an.j other stakehoiders assisting you in generatin!1 your project? 

(i) Yes 

(J:) No 

(b) If yes, how? ............... , .................................................. .. 

t ,:::-:e: you secured Loan from National Micro-Finance Bank (NMB) 

\ 
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(a) Yes. 

(b) No. 

If yes, how much? ............................................................ .. 

(a) Is the project performing well? 

i. Yes 

ii. No 

If yes why? ....................................................................... . 

no, 'Nhat are the problems? ................................................... . 

it the size of your project? ............................................ . 

(a) Big 

(b) Small 

(c) Smaller 

THANK YOU 



QUESTIONNAIRES FOR MICRO-ENTERPRISE PROJECT 

BENEFICIARIES 

respondent, 

you very much for your time to fili this questionnaire for a research on the effect of participation 

and poverty reduction. 

purpose of the research is purely educational and every information provided will be treated with 

utmost confidentiaiily. 

you much 

Biteyamanga 

,~L.:;::iZ ....................................................... .. 

1.:,CCUP/\TION 

i-.. L STATUS 

Are you i1and cap? 

a. Yes 

b. r~o 

2) What is the level of your Education? 

a. Primary 

b. .5econdary School 

C. Higher Education 

d. Non . 

. (a) Are you aware with Micro-Enterprise projects? 

a. Yes 

b. No 

If yes, do you think members are benefit? 

you a member of any micro enterprise project? 

(a) Yes 

(b) No 



If yes wl1ict is a name c• vour Proje:::1:7 ... ,. ............... ,. .......... . 

(a) are you not interested in micro-enterprise µroject? 

do other people say on the Micro-Enterprise Projects? 

Have you been heard about the constraints of Micro-Enterprise 

Projects? 

a. Yes 

b. No 

mentioned three. 

b2112fit from f'-·1icro-Enterprise projects? 

THANK YOU 



QU":STIONNAIRES FOR DISTRICT GOVERNMENT LEADERS 

; . ,. ,i' \'CU very much for your time to fill this questionnaire for a research on the effect of participation 

. ejects and poverty reduction. 

·11, purpose of the research is i:,:::-ely educai:;onai and every information provici.:-d will be 

1 •• :: • .-::t confidentialiLy. 

·,: -.~ .. ,;,you much 

·-., :c Lii Biteyamanga 

DA'i'E ................................................................... .. 
CJ1.~:uP1\TION/POSITION ............................ ;.~ ....... . 

,-,lffHENT 

:~'J -1·:{lCr ......................................................... . 

~ ., ,",.J .............................................................. . 

.' iL.1, .,'\'.2t:: ................................•.•.........•...•.•...•.•• 

How m,1nv Micro-Enterprise projects are there in the district? 

··, la) Do the Micro-Enterprise projects important for your people? 

a. Yes 

b. No 

(b) If yes how? 

How members of their Micro-enterprise projects get money to generate their business? 

·L How do you help the development of micro-enterprise projects? 

.......................................................................... ~I,· ................. .. 

..,. Wh2t i1re the challenges face micro-enterprise projects? 



(aJ you t11ink Micro-Enterprise projects are important in poverty reduction? 

(a) Yes 

(b) No 

tb) If yes, how do they help? 

Give other strategies for poverty reduction 

•••••••·•••••••••••····••S< ...................................................................................... s. 

, ;1 ,, 1nost of Micro-Enterprise projects are not performing well? 

\1) (.:) Is :,Jational Micro-Finance Bank (NMB) gives loan to the rural 

projects? 

(i) Yes 

(ii) No 

If yes I ,ow many micro-enterprise projects of the rural have secured Loan? 

.~1t ;txir advices to the government in improving Micro-Enterprise 

THANK YOU 



QUESTIONNAIRES FOR LOAN MANAGER NATIONAL MICRO-FINANCE BANI< (NBC) 

NGARA BRANCH 

DJ[respondent, .. . .. 

nJhk you very much for your time fo rn1,t11i1 q~e~Jonnaire fof;a reisi~~!r&:h1 nn the effect of participation 
In ~rojects and poverty red~ction. ' ,~ 

7 
:~ ,; · ~ •. --,,-

ToJ purpose of the research is purely educational and every informationprovided will be treated with 
j , ' ;, :, ', ,, 

uID1ost confidentiality. 

Thank you much 

Yours 

""Ma~udi Biteyamanga" 

,DATE ................................................................... .. 

,QCCUPATION/POSffiON ..................................... .. 

GENDER ............................................................. . 

· DISTRICT ....................................................... ., ..... . 

1. What are the Procedures given to members of the Enterprise to get Loan from National Micro-

Finance Bank? 

a ....................................................................... .. 
b. .. .................................................................... .. 

c. 

d, ........................................................................ . 

e ......................................................................... . 

f. 

2. Mentioned conditions for Securing Loan 

3. 

~ a ..... -: ................................... .-~~; ........................... . 

(a) 

b. .. ...................................................................... . 

c. 
d ......................................................................... . 

e ......................................................................... . 

Do Micro-Enterprise projects of rural benefit from Loan? 

(a) Yes 

(b) No 

(b) If yes, how do they benefit? 

THANK YOU 

·" 
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